
Creating a Kensiw Writing System

In making an alphabet for the Kensrw language using the That script,

decisions regarding which Thai symtx)ls or graphs to use were based on the

principle of using symbols which most closely represent the value of the symbol

in the Thai language. This was done to minimize the numt)erof symbols that

would have reassigned values in the Kensiw writing system. This principle also

helped to simplify the alphabet for the Kensiw. making it easier for a reader to

transfer reading skills between the two languages. For the Kensiw features that

differ firom Thai, adjustments were made to the Thai script.

Kensiw Vowels

Kensiw vowels differ from Thai in that there are additional features which

Thai does not have, specifically, additional vowel heights, contrastive nasalization

and no contrastive vowel length. The additional height distinctions in Kensiw are

in the mid position between close-mid and open-mid In the front, central and t>ack

positions. This means Kensiw has the vowel / e / between the Thai front vowels.

L- and Ll- , the central vowel / sr I between the Thai - and l-B and / a / between

the Thai vowels t-0 and -T. and the back vowel / o / between the Thai vowels

U and -a . Some creative uses of existing Thai orthographic symbols as well as

a Pali dot were used to differentiate these contrasting heights in the front, central

and back vowels.
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realization of this sound in Thai, even though it is a short vowel In Thai. Thus, in

a closed syllable, it is written as I- as in UlCin tt*jek *to steep*. The back mid

vowel / o / is found in both ck>sed and open syllables. Since the Kensiw speakers

perceive this sound in ck)sed syllables as similar to the inherent Thai vowel / o / it

is written as Thai would write the Inherent vowel: fi8 /toh/ 'to balance'. For the

open syllable, the - is combined with 1. to form 1 -, as in Q'lmfi ?am*po/ *sharp

tooth pain*.

For the central vowels, the Kensiw central mid vowel / a /, or schwa,

closely resembles the schwa found in Thai so the symbols l-O (for open

syllables) and 1-9 (for closed syllables) were used. e.g. 1^0 /dd/ *but' and

1^9 /t9h/ 'bald'

The dose-mkl vowel / ^^ / (as in the English word 'bird') is perceived by

the Kensiw speakers to be closer in value to the central close vowel / oi / than to

the central mid schwa and the / a / (as in the English vwrd 'Ixrt') is lower than the

schwa. Ttw decision was made to use the Thai symtxil L-© for the schwa and

create variations from this symbol to represent the / ^^ / and / a /. To represent

the cer^ral dose-mid vowel / a^ /, which only occurs in dosed syllables, the Pali

dot was added to the i-Q graph, making the new symtx)l: ir^fl as In idlsr /Jo^h/ 'to

trim\ The reason for choosing the Pali dot Is that It has been used successfully in

Northern Khmer and other Mon-Khmer languages to mark height distirKtion

between vowels. In this case, it is showing the tongue height is higher than the

schwa.

To make the symbol for the / a /, the symbol was constructed as a

composite from two Thai vowels, the U- / e / and the l- / a /. The resulting

composite is U- as in iiBS^ /HaX/ 'freshwater". This combination conveys the

sense of being both a central and an open-mid position, appropriately

symbolizing / a /. a central mid-open vowel. This composite graph has been used

in other languages as well.
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Kensiw Vowel Length

Kensiw has no contrastive vowel leng^. so the long vowel symbols are

used for both the stressed and unstressed syllables as well as for the pre-

syllable. Kensiw does have glottal final dosed syllables, which contrast with both

open syllables and other consonant final stopped syllables. For these glottal final

syllables, the short vowel symbol is used to denote the vowei height and position

as welt as a final glottal consonant.

IPA
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chosen historically bore the same features as the Kensiw consonant. As a result,

Oi was assigned to / j /, e.g. £^ /'juic/ 'to wade', 94 was assigned to / g A e.g.

%fl^ 'gas *targe healed wound* as both of these are proposed to have been

voiced plosives historically. Likewise, nj was assigned to / ji /, e.g. VIQjQ *ji5

'coconut' because its proposed histoncal value was / ji /.

Kensiw has two fricatives, / ^ / and / y /, that are not found in the Thai

language. The Thai symbol Vl / f / was chosen to represent / ^ /, e.g. iSvl /'?e$/

'to biow through the fist', due to its similarity in point and manner of articulation.

The 1 was chosen to represent / y /, e.g. imnn /??*yek/ 'teapot', because / y / is

the Kensiw pronunciation of / 4. / found in Malay words that have been borrowed.

Kemsiw Pre-stopped Nasals

The pre-stopped nasals, / bm /, / dn /, / jtp / and / gq / contrast with / m /,

inijji I and / 13 / in the syllable final position, resulting in the need to distinguish

between these consonants in the orthography. Initially the unaspirated stops

were used, i.e. U, ft, OJ and 94, to represent the pre-stopped nasals. However,

the reader was unable to decode the word. The reader rejected the use of

unaspirated stops because she perceived the pre-stopped nasals as nasals.

Likewise, when the single nasal symbols M, U, Qj and >3 were used, this resulted

in confusion t)etween words that contrasted, for example, /-bm/ and /-m/. The

next alternative was to use the plosive symbol along with the nasal symbol to

represent the pre-stopped nasal. This altemative created a problem in decoding

the syllable breaks correctly. For example, the combination ll» was read as the

Thai syllable / bom /, following the rules for the inherent vowel [o]. The final

solution was to write the pre-stopped nasals as a consonant cluster with a

garand . -, written alx)ve the oral stop, e.g. U*J, ^u. OiQj and 9J>3 representing

/ bm /, / dn /. /jji / and / gq A respectively. By placing the - above the plosive,

the reader can recognize the consonant cluster as the representation of the pre-

stopped nasal. This solution clearly shows the contrast between a simple nasal

and a pre-stopped nasal in the same environment and will also prevent incorrect

decoding of the syllable boundaries.
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Consonant Clusters

Consonant clusters found in Kensiw are symbolized in the same manner

as the Thai clusters. Kensiw has a few more consonant clusters ending in / w /

than Thai does, i.e. / pw, bw, tw, gw, hw, mw, and Iw /. See Table 22 Kensiw

Consonant Clusters for a full listing of the clusters and their symbols.

IPA
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